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A couple of people have been working on creating CSS-based themes for XOOPS 2.0.14 that
are W3C compliant and offer some pretty cool features such as clean printing, hiding notification
blocks unless they are "toggled on" , providing font resizing, a dynamic submenu/usermenu and
also take advantage of XOOPS 2.0.14's new blocks and ability to overwrite templates for other
modules.

There are two themes to note so far - Snow77's CSS100 theme which is "fluid" or adjusts to the
width of your browser and also Technigrafa's "fixed" theme, which is based off of the famous
Ruthsarian "Skidoo Too" example.

This is a collaborated effort to provide XOOPS developers "wireframe" themes to build from that
are standards compliant and DON'T USE TABLES FOR LAYOUT PURPOSES! 

These themes are pretty near completion but could use some more testing, so if you're running
2.0.14, plug these guys in and let us know what you think!

Also, if you have some good CSS themes laying around that are W3C commpliant, post yours
as well as a resource for other developers.

You can view the thread here

https://xoops.org/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?viewmode=flat&topic_id=52332&forum=31#forumpost231021
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